S500 User's Manual
Thank you for selecting our wired headset S500
With built-in resilience slow inert protein sponge, S500 feels tender and softer than ordinary one.
It can instant polymerize and recovery to fits your ears. The powerful sound quality makes the
sound clear, natural and smooth.
It is very simple to wear S500. There were marked "left" or "right" outside the headset's two speakers,
you can adjust the headset by stretching or rotating to fit your suitable wearing. The headset accord
with the ergonomic theory as it can be 90 º rotated. The compact and lightweight headband design
will keep your stylish hairstyle so you don't need worry about your hair will be messed.
Perfect collocation can highlights the trend and makes users more comfortable.
Please input interface into your computer, MP3, MP4 or mobile phone devices that have the diameter
of 3.5mm output port. Then you can use your S500 listen to music and adjust the volume.
(Tips: the volume over the general level will affecting your hearing, so please adjust the volume to
your appropriate hearing.)
Note: For your long-term use, please avoid pull the ear with excessive force.
S500 has the following advantages:
1. Super audio performance.
2. High-tech stomatal panel, enhance the music airflow's Dynamic Bass.
3. 90 º rotation.
4. Compact and lightweight, flexible adjustment, fits perfectly.
5.The headset is suitable for all desktop computers, laptop computers.
And also a good companion of MP3, MP4 with 3.5 mm diameter external jack.

Technical Parameters
Frequency response:
Speaker diameter:
Sensitivity:
Impedance:

20~20,000 Hz
Φ40mm
115 dB at 1KHz
32 Ohm at 1KHz

Cord length:
Size:
Weight:

Approx1.5M
145x140x50mm
103g

Manufacturer: Shenzhen Hongnanke Communication Equipment Co., Ltd
Address: No.16,2nd Industrial Area, Xiakeng Tongle, Longgang District,Shenzhen, Guangdong, China.
National sales service hotline: 400 6699 973 Website: www.oricore.com
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